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thanks to consumerism, a demand for home goods was also developed. many families could not afford the luxury of a fully furnished home. instead, people had the opportunity to add furniture and other home goods with their hard-earned dollars. items like lamps and art deco glass started to
appear on lawns around the us, and by the time the war ended, the united states had the greatest consumption of new goods of any country in history. having a set of new furniture and other accoutrements gave american families a level of status they previously could not have had. however,
the demand for consumer goods also caused the spread of advertising. americans saw more advertisements for war-related goods in wwii, and advertisers also found ways to create propaganda. as people bought war time clothing and new household items, they often saw posters and other
advertisements for goods available prior to the outbreak of hostilities. these posters would also appear in the us army recruiting stations. subsequently, the concept of war was brought into the home. as parents prepared their children for the war effort, public activities were engaged in. boys
went off to war as well as their sisters and mothers. the war department prepared young people for military service by creating an extensive government system of schools and colleges that allowed young people to earn an education without having to worry about their safety. by the time the
war was over, many young women and men were not only better educated than most of their contemporaries in europe, but they also had experiences and skills that would help them in the postwar job market. for generations, world war ii was seen as a “good war” that in many ways was a
good thing for the us. the widespread industry training that many people received helped to prevent the kind of wage stagnation that had hit many workers in the mid-century, and it provided a launching point for many people to a successful career in the postwar era.
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if anything changes, especially with regard to coal power, then prices will increase again. we saw that earlier this year in the spring when prices began to spike shortly after the election because the market knew that trump was planning to move on clean power plan. that's what caused prices
to spike (as the clean power plan is what makes coal slightly less profitable). the clean power plan is now dead, and trump has pulled his executive order on the plan and will likely have no enforcement of the clean power plan. , zoom me security center log in how do you sign in to zoom yes:,
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